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one of THe WoRlD’s leaDInG aeRosPace 
cenTRes, alonG WITH seaTTle anD  
Toulouse

the Québec aerospace sector is: 

•  A remarkable industrial concentration  
of 235 companies;

• Revenues of $10.9 billion, 80% from exports;

• nearly 40,000 jobs;

• Rank sixth in sales revenues in aerospace right 
after the United States, United Kingdom, France, 
Germany and Japan;

• Ranks first in Québec’s R&D manufacturing sector;

• one of the rare places in the world where virtually 
all the components for a new airplane can be found 
within a 30 kilometre radius.

MajoR econoMIc leveRaGe WHIcH  
benefITs THRIve Québec

the Québec aerospace industry represents: 

• 55% of total national production in aerospace

• 50% of the sector´s national workforce

• 70% of the canadian total invested in R&D 

aéRo MonTRéal: To MobIlIze foR acTIon 

Aéro Montréal, think tank of Québec’s aerospace 
cluster, brings together all decision-makers in Québec’s 
aerospace sector from industry, educational institu-
tions, research centres, associations and unions.

Aéro Montréal’s mission is to coordinate the establish-
ment of an environment that enhances the productivity 
and growth of the sector so that it remains an even 
more important source of wealth for Greater Montréal, 
Québec and canada. 

it helps to strengthen the position of Greater Montréal’s 
aerospace industry and ensure its competitiveness 
with other aerospace centres of excellence around  
the world.

 



Chairman’s Message
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the year 2010 opened amid 
a continued slowdown in  
the global economy. now 
recognized as the worst crisis 
in its history, the aerospace 
industry saw the sky brighten 
at the start of the year with a 
recovery in air traffic, only to 
have it quickly darken again. 
A volcanic eruption in iceland 
in mid-April slowed the global 
recovery by hitting airlines in 

all regions. More than 100,000 flights were canceled 
over a one-week period, affecting over 300 airports. 
this paralysis of air transport was worse than even  
the damage caused by the attacks of September 11, 
2001. nevertheless, the winds of recovery returned! 

Against all odds, air traffic not only recovered, but 
outshone expectations. in its 2010 forecast, iAtA had 
predicted a loss of $5 billion for airlines. instead, they 
posted a total profit of $8 billion at the end of the year. 
Beginning with the Farnborough Air Show, the 
optimism was palpable and contracts for the aero-
space industry once again started to flow in. Many 
companies benefited from this recovery to replenish 
their order books. 

the good news in the third and fourth quarters,  
related to many military contracts from suppliers to the 
canadian government, allowed Québec’s aerospace 
industry to stabilize its operations and get back on 
track. the purchase of Hercules c-130J aircraft and 
chinook helicopters by the canadian Armed Forces 
benefited several companies in Québec. Many 
companies strengthened their ties with major prime 
contractors such as Boeing and lockheed Martin. 

Members of Québec’s aerospace cluster also laid  
the groundwork for the recovery. they invested heavily  
in research and development (R&D) and, taking 
advantage of the strong canadian dollar, they made 
strategic acquisitions that will enable them to ensure 
their long term international competitiveness. 

this recovery raises hopes for better days for our 
industry. According to the conference Board of canada, 
the production rate is expected to accelerate significantly 
starting in 2011 to surpass its pre-recession peak by 
2014.

in retrospect, the Québec aerospace industry  
weathered the crisis with resilience and, through  
Aéro Montréal, members of the cluster worked 
together to pave the way forward. they focused their 
efforts on establishing an environment conducive  
to maintaining our competitiveness and preparing for 
the return of growth. to do this, the cluster sought  
to maximize its visibility and thereby ensure a positive 
image of the sector despite the recession. it worked  
to raise awareness about the positive impacts of the 
industry on Québec’s economy and the dynamism  
of its members, making the sector a true symbol of 
national pride. 

Working with its partners, Aéro Montréal implemented 
structuring initiatives to meet the various issues 
affecting the aerospace supply chain, including 
innovation and the development of young talent. these 
impressive achievements more than ever benefited  
the industry and reaffirmed the importance of Aéro 
Montréal’s mission as a forum for strategic thinking. 

i accepted the mandate to chair the Board of Aéro 
Montréal, succeeding Marc parent, president and 
chief executive officer of cAe, who fulfilled this role 
with his characteristic determination and passion. i am 
honoured to be part of this structuring initiative for our 
sector and to contribute to building an even stronger 
industry for the economy of Québec and canada.  
i intend to devote my energies to its further  
development. 

to conclude, i want to acknowledge the professionalism 
and dynamism of our ceo and her team. they ensure 
the cluster’s work is performed effectively to the benefit 
of all industry members. 

Gilles labbé
Chairman of the Board of Aéro Montréal 
President and CEO of Héroux-Devtek 

 



to technology transfer towards the commercialization 
of products that generate wealth for Québec and 
strengthen its position as an innovation hub. Among 
measures undertaken in 2009, Aéro Montréal was 
successful in securing an allocation of public-private 
financing of $150 million over a four-year period for  
the greener aircraft catalyst project. this visionary 
program, supported by the Québec government,  
is similar to the european cleanSky program and 
provides support for five technology demonstration 
projects critical for the long-term competitiveness  
of our industry.

Again this year, the cluster has been especially active 
in terms of enhancing the global competitiveness and 
efficiency of the Québec supply chain. the activities  
of the Supply chain Development working group and 
its sub-committees oversaw the launch of a unifying 
model unprecedented in our industry, the MAcH 
initiative.

in a similar vein, Aéro Montréal organized, during 
Aéromart Montréal in April, the first ever Global Supply 
chain Summit. this brought together a dozen experts 
in the supply chain and 260 participants from the 
canadian and international aerospace industry. During 
the year, Aéro Montréal met challenges related to 
aerospace succession by developing an initiative to 
promote young people’s interest in aerospace careers. 
Deployed in the city of longueuil, the series of “the 
sky is the limit!” science presentations reached a 
dozen elementary schools and over 750 Grades  
5 and 6 students. 

Finally, the new national Security and Defence working 
group officially started its activities and focused on 
developing a strategic plan for defence to maximize 
the impact of military procurement by the Government 
of canada. 

i’d like to conclude by thanking all members of Aéro 
Montréal who maintained the momentum and hard 
work for the benefit of all. i also want to recognize  
our donors for their continuing involvement and their 
unique contribution, without which the impact of  
our actions could not be as effective.

suzanne M. benoît 
Chief Executive Officer 
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For the fifth year of its 
existence, Aéro Montréal  
and its members more than 
ever acted strategically and 
together to ensure the 
sector’s future. the year 2010 
was one of intense activity,  
to put it mildly. the cluster’s 
working groups all evolved 
with a single purpose: to 
respond to the challenges  
of the aerospace industry  

and put forward structuring projects that contribute to 
optimizing the competitiveness, growth and influence 
of Québec’s aerospace cluster. the mobilization of 
members reached record highs. in total, 190 people 
participated in different organizations of Aéro Montréal. 
through the work of its five working groups, Aéro 
Montréal was able to significantly increase the number 
of value added achievements. this, thanks to collabo-
ration among our critical mass of members who acted 
to improve the collective well-being and support the 
performance of our industry. 

throughout the year, Aéro Montréal sought to maintain 
a strong and credible presence in the community and 
in the public arena. to do this, it collaborated in the 
publication of five special editorial supplements in the 
daily la presse and Journal les Affaires.  these 
highlighted the dynamism of the aerospace industry 
and of its members and underscored its position as  
a true economic driver for Québec. 

Since its creation, Aéro Montréal has relied on its 
three-year communications plan to ensure visibility  
and strategically support the influence of the cluster. 
coming to an end this year, the organization evaluated 
the effectiveness of these actions and then prepared  
a new communications plan. 

the results of a nationwide survey, conducted in 
collaboration with the Aerospace industries Association 
of canada (AiAc),  showed an improvement in the 
favourable impression of Quebecers towards the 
aerospace industry, rising from 54% to 61% between 
2007 and 2010. on the innovation front, the cluster 
has focused on establishing an environment conducive 
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boaRD of DIRecToRs 

Gilles labbé* 
Chairman of the Board  
President & Chief Executive Officer 
Héroux-Devtek Inc

sylvain bédard* 
Vice Chairman of the Board 
President 
L-3 Communications MAS

Guillermo alonso jr* 
President of the Executive Committee 
President 
Alta Précision

Yves beauchamp 
Chief Executive Officer 
École de technologie  
supérieure

jean blondin* 
General Manager & Vice President 
Production 
Messier-Dowty Inc,  
SAFRAN Group

serge brasset 
Director 
École nationale d’aérotechnique

Patrick champagne 
Vice President, Cockpits  
and Systems Integration 
Esterline CMC Electronics Inc.

clément fortin 
Chief executive Officer 
CRIAQ

Hélène v. Gagnon 
Vice President, Public Affairs,  
Communications and Corporate  
Social Responsibility 
Bombardier Aerospace

Denis Giangi 
Director, Taxation and  
Government Relations  
Rolls-Royce Canada

Michel Grenier 
Senior Vice President,  
General Manager, Regional  
and Business Aircraft,  
Aerospace Division,  
Thales Canada inc.

Philippe Hoste 
Chief Executive Officer 
Sonaca Montréal
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barry Kohler 
President 
Bell Helicopter  
Textron Canada  
Limited

jerzy Komorowski 
Director General 
Institute for Aerospace 
Research National 
Research Council 
CNRC

claude lessard 
President 
Delastek Inc.

jacques ouellet 
General Manager 
Les Outilleurs Arpex

Marc Parent 
President & Chief 
Executive Officer 
CAE Inc.

josée Péloquin 
Director 
ÉMAM

john saabas 
President 
Pratt & Whitney Canada

Hon. jacques saada 
President & CEO 
AQA

Hélène séguinotte* 
Chief Executive Officer  
Turbomeca Canada 
National Executive 
Safran Group

Gérald Tremblay 
Grand Lodge  
Representative  
IAMAW 

serge Tremblay 
Executive Director 
CAMAQ

Mario bouchard** 
Assistant Deputy Minister 
Ministère du Développement 
économique, de l’Innovation  
et de l’Exportation 

françois Delorme** 
Executive Director 
Quebec Region  
Regional Operations Sector 
Industry Canada

communauté** 
Métropolitaine 
de Montréal

* executive committee members
** permanent government observers

 

obseRvaTeuRs  
GouveRneMenTaux  
PeRManenTs
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Aéro Montréal, Québec’s aerospace cluster, was 
created by the aerospace sector as a think tank for all 
key players in the industry. By doing so, the industry is 
working together to optimize its performance, growth 
and influence. By ensuring coherence and cohesion in 
its interventions and development activities, the entire 
industry is benefiting and its world leadership is being 
maintained. 

the cluster’s concerted actions are especially effective 
during economic downturns. Despite encouraging 
signs of a recovery in the air transportation sector and, 
therefore, the aerospace industry, economic conditions 
were not resulting in resumed growth in 2010. yet, 
despite this, members of the aerospace cluster  
acted together to meet the challenges and ensure  
the sector’s future. this future, which we are shaping, 
is a promising one for the next generation and is a 
growing symbol of national pride. it champions 
innovation ensures the competitiveness of companies 
all levels of the supply chain, and targets lucrative 
contracts resulting from canadian military purchases.

through its mobilization efforts, Aéro Montréal 
continues to be an agent for action and change 
through the launch of major structuring and strategic 
projects that will ensure the competitiveness of our 
industry. 

Mobilization that spurs action

through its various committees and working groups, 
190 aerospace executives and specialists contributed 
directly to the advancement of Aéro Montréal in 2010. 
the administrators and members of the working 
groups, all equally passionate about aerospace, 
shared their knowledge and expertise to develop 
strategies and take concerted actions to benefit  
the entire industry. these initiatives will shape an 
environment conducive to the development, growth 
and influence of the aerospace industry now and  
in the future. 

board of Directors 

the Board of Directors (BoD) of Aéro Montréal 
manages the affairs of the corporation. it is composed 
of leading aerospace company and institutional 
executives or their designated representatives. there 
are 25 members who fully represent the diversity of 
Québec’s aerospace sector: prime contractors, oeMs, 
integrators and MRos, subcontractors and institutions 
(associations, education and research institutions, 
unions). 

in fiscal 2010, Gilles labbé, president and ceo  
of Héroux-Devtek, was chairman of the Board of 
Directors. Sylvain Bédard, president of l-3 communi-
cations MAS, served as vice-chairman for a fifth 
consecutive year. Jean Blondin of Messier-Dowty 
served as treasurer and Suzanne M. Benoît, ceo  
of Aéro Montréal, as corporate Secretary.

Gilles labbé was appointed in April 2010, during  
the annual general meeting, succeeding Marc parent, 
president and ceo of cAe inc. who had served  
as chairman since october 2008. 

the Human Resources committee, chaired by  
Sylvain Bédard, and the Audit and policies committee, 
chaired by Jean Blondin, helped the board to perform 
its core job and contributed to good governance of  
the organization. 

During the year, new members joined the Board  
of Directors. changes taking place during the year 
included clément Fortin, president-Director General  
of cRiAQ, ex officio member following the departure  
of André Bazergui of cRiAQ, and Denis Giangi, 
Director, taxation and Government Relations,  
Rolls-Royce canada, replacing Michel toutant  
who resigned. Government observers were Mario 
Bouchard, Assistant Deputy Minister, Direction General 
of strategic sectors and economic projects, Ministry  
of economic Development, innovation and export 
(MDeie), and François Delorme, executive Director, 
Québec region, industry canada, succeeded, respec-
tively, Madeleine caron and François Marcoux.

in 2010, the cluster’s Board of Directors held  
5 meetings (Appendix B – chart of contributions  
in kind per sector 2010). 



executive committee 

the executive committee exercises all the powers  
of the Board of Directors for the ongoing administra-
tion of affairs of the corporation. the executive 
committee’s specific mandate is to report on its 
activities at board meetings and to formulate advice 
and recommendations for board policies and  
decisions.

the committee is composed of five members  
and chaired by Guillermo Alonso, president of Alta 
precision. the executive committee met 6 times  
in fiscal 2010 (Appendix B – chart of contributions  
in kind per sector, 2010). 

General Management 

Suzanne M. Benoît has been ceo of Aéro Montréal 
since its inception in 2006. in this position, she 
oversees the implementation of decisions and 
directions taken by the Board of Directors and the 
executive committee. She assures the management 
and coordination of activities of the cluster’s various 
working groups and work committees and reports 
 to administrative organizations. 

During 2010, the ceo was supported by an experien-
ced team composed of Martin lafleur, project Director, 
pierrette Daigle, executive Assistant and project 
coordinator, Amélie Hudon, Senior communications 
Advisor, and Martin Hamel, external consultant and 
project manager of the MAcH initiative.

 

WoRKInG GRouPs

2010 WoRKInG GRouPs

Branding and promotion 

innovation 

Supply chain Development

Human Resources 

national Security and Defence

the working groups, composed of representatives 
from Québec’s aerospace industrial sector and the 
institutional sector representing associations, unions 
and government, are dedicated to areas of intervention 
identified in Aéro Montréal’s strategic plan, namely  
to the issues which the aerospace industry wants to 
address.  

each one conducts an analysis of its particular area 
and proposes to various Aéro Montréal organizations 
structuring projects or activities that directly corres-
pond to the directions laid out in the cluster’s strategic 
plan. each working group is therefore created for  
a specific period and objectives. At the end of the 
mandate, the Board may decide to renew it if there  
is a need to continue for another term. the working 
groups are managed using a methodology adapted 
from Six Sigma and are equipped with a rigorous and 
accountable operating  process. this process ensures 
sound management of the work being performed and 
regular accountability to the Board. 
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Despite the global economic 
slowdown, the aerospace industry 
remains a symbol of the future. it 
generates significant economic 
activity, provides tens of thousands 
of quality jobs, and is recognized 
for its leadership in R&D.

Aéro Montréal created the Branding 
and promotion Working Group in 2006 with the goal of 
raising awareness about the Québec aerospace sector. 
composed of 11 professionals, mainly in communica-
tions, the working group aims to give the Québec 
aerospace cluster a brand and to carry out an integra-
ted communications strategy that will increase its  
visibility and influence. 

During the past four years, the working group has 
increased strategic actions and achievements in terms 
of visibility and communication for the sector. And these 
actions have paid off! Aéro Montréal has quickly built a 
reputation with several audiences in Québec, canada 
and internationally. Moreover, according to a recent 
survey, Quebecers have an increasingly favourable 
impression of the aerospace industry.

our aerospace industry enhances Québec’s profile on the world stage and increasingly  
represents a symbol of national pride for Quebecers. 

As chair of the Branding and promotion Working Group, 
i would like to stress the important contribution made 
by cluster members to the advancement of structural 
and strategic projects for our industry. the dynamism 
shown by the industry is truly inspiring and helps to 
make us all increasingly proud. it is by spreading the 
word, both locally and internationally, that we will raise 
awareness about Québec’s expertise and know-how. 

Hélène v. Gagnon 
Chair of Aéro Montréal’s Branding and  
Promotion Working Group 

Vice-President, Public Affairs, Communications  
and Corporate Responsibility, Bombardier Aerospace 

 Branding and promotion: 

A symbol of pride  
today and tomorrow

MeMbeRs  
of THe bRanDInG  
anD PRoMoTIon  
WoRKInG GRouP

ChAmpIoN  
Hélène v. Gagnon  
Vice President, Public 
Affairs, Communications 
and Corporate Social 
Responsibility   
Bombardier Aerospace

nathalie bourque  
Vice President, Public Affairs 
and Global Communications 
CAE inc.

josée Gaulin  
Marketing &  
Communications  
Senior Specialist  
L-3 Communications MAS

cynthia Garneau  
Director, Corporate Affairs  
Bell Helicopter Textron 
Canada Ltd.

nancy German  
Vice President,  
Communications  
Pratt & Whitney Canada

christiane Gosselin  
Director, Corporate Affairs 
and Communication  
ÉNA

joe Marcheschi  
Director, Export Sales  
Avior Integrated Products

Hon. jacques saada  
President & CEO  
AQA

Hélène séguinotte  
National Executive   
SAFRAN

bernard strauss  
directeur par intérim,  
Direction des équipements 
de transport  
MDEIE

serge Tremblay  
Executive Director 
CAMAQ

The Working Group 
periodically issues 
recommendations on 
issues related to the image 
of the aerospace sector to 
other members of Aéro 
Montréal and ensures 
cohesive actions in the 
area of communications. 

The Working Group held a 
total of 4 meetings in 2010 
(Appendix B – Chart of 
contributions in kind per 
sector 2010). 
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WoRKInG GRouP accoMPlIsHMenTs

In 2010, the Branding and Promotion Working 
Group strived to maintain a positive image  
of the sector, which was still being affected  
by the economic crisis. It increased its 
communication activities aimed at reaffirming 
the dynamism, expertise and know-how  
of cluster members and thereby consolidate 
its position as a major economic driver for 
Québec. 

cluster 2010  
Directory 

At the beginning of  
the year, Aéro Montréal 
issued the first-ever 
Directory of the 
Québec aerospace 
cluster. this reference 
tool promotes the 
industrial capacity of 
Québec’s aerospace 
sector and supports 
representation efforts 
both locally and 

internationally. the leading guide of Québec suppliers, 
the 2010 Directory is available in print and online  
on the website of Aéro Montréal. this user friendly, 
interactive research tool was distributed to various 
targeted local and international audiences during  
the year

2010 annual General Meeting 

in April 2010, Aéro Montréal held its 5th Annual 
General Meeting was which attended by 150 people. 
on this occasion, Minister clément Gignac presen-
ted the Québec government’s and MDeie’s policies 
regarding the aerospace sector. Members of the 
press were invited to a conference unveiling a White 
paper on the 2009 Aerospace innovation Forum. 
Several in-depth articles were published after this 
event. 
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John Saabas, president of  
pratt & Whitney canada,  
Marc parent, president and  
ceo of cAe, and Gilles labbé, 
chairman of Aéro Montréal and 
president and ceo of Héroux-
Devtek, at the 2010 Annual 
General Meeting, attended  
by Minister clément Gignac. 
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3rd aerospace  
sector journal 

in the fall, the working 
group published the  
3rd Québec Aerospace 
Sector Journal, devoted 
to the new greener 
aircraft mobilizing 
project. the four page 
newsletter presents 
major issues related  
to innovation and the 
five technology demons-
tration projects. the 
newsletter was laun-
ched in late november 

at the 2010 France-Québec Symposium in Bordeaux 
and at the Aerospace innovation Forum in toulouse. 

Deloitte study and survey of Pan-canadian  
perception 

in the fall of 2010, Aéro Montréal participated in a 
study commissioned by the AiAc on the strategic 
and economic impacts of the canadian aerospace 
industry. this study, by Deloitte & touche, was 
presented at the Annual General Meeting of the 
AiAc to more than 350 participants. 

Aéro Montréal also assisted the AiAc in preparing 
survey questions for a pan-canadian perception 
survey. Based on the survey conducted by the 
cluster in 2007, this allowed us to compare and 
evaluate the performance of Aéro Montréal’s 
communication actions. According to this compa-
rative analysis, it is possible to conclude that  
the favourable impression of Quebecers toward 
the aerospace industry is improving. in the 2010 
survey, 61% of Quebecers have a good or 
excellent impression of the industry compared 
with 54% in 2007. Moreover, Quebecers have  
a more favourable impression than canadians 
overall. Some 54% of canadians had a good or 
excellent impression of the aerospace industry  
in 2010. 

to some extent, it is possible to say that Aéro 
Montréal’s communications actions have contribu-
ted to Quebecers’ improving perception of the 
aerospace industry. the data collected formed  
the basis of analysis for the 2011-2013 triennial 
communications plan.

2011-2013 communications Plan 

At year end, the working group wrote a new communica-
tions plan for the period 2011-2013. this aims to frame, 
systematize and energize Aéro Montréal’s various 
communications actions in order to maximize the 
impacts and achieve the cluster’s communications 
objectives. A draft of the communications plan was 
submitted to the Board at year end and the final plan was 
endorsed by the executive committee in early 2011. 

standardization of aéro Montréal’s visual  
platform 

Finally, Aéro Montréal’s image was reviewed in its 
entirety to maximize its effectiveness and increase 
brand recognition. the organization’s logo was 
changed and a new graphics platform developed. 
now standardized, it is contained in a graphics 
standards guide that will govern production of Aéro 
Montréal’s future communication tools to reflect, 
consistently, the image of the cluster’s brand. 

 québec’s aerospace sector journal

All  
aboard!

To remain competi-

tive, Québec’s 

aerospace industry 

has decided, among 

other measures, to 

focus its efforts on 

aerospace innova-

tion and greener 

technologies since 

R&D investments remain a crucial factor for 

competitiveness.

In this 3rd issue of Québec’s Aerospace Sector Journal, our theme 
is innovation and the importance of investing heavily in  
research and development (R&D). This will allow companies  
to move up the global supply chain, better position our industry 
and increase Québec content on future platforms.

Our industry faces the rise of emerging economies such as China 
and India, who are investing significantly in innovation and in their 
manufacturing sectors. In addition, the global competitive land-
scape is now dominated by environmental protection and requires 
the development of aircrafts that consume less fuel and are less 
polluting.

The Québec aerospace sector, a world-recognized model of excel-
lence, has earned the confidence of major aerospace manufactu-
rers. Its capacity for innovation is recognized worldwide. So too  
is its creative and highly specialized workforce. Despite all these 
advantages, the industry needs to intensify its efforts in innovation 
to maintain its leadership position.

To do so, the aerospace industry has chosen to leverage collabo-
ration and partnerships. Through the work of Aéro Montréal’s  
Innovation Working Group, cluster members have reiterated  
the importance of continued investment in fundamental and pre-
competitive research at the university level and in research centres. 
They have also identified the need to increase the innovation  
capacity of the global supply chain. And they have successfully 
launched an initiative aimed at transferring technology to the pro-
duct demonstration stage that will create wealth for Québec.

The impressive results of the Innovation Working Group reaffirm  
the importance of Aéro Montréal’s mission as a strategic think tank 
for the cluster. Unquestionably, it is by pooling our knowledge  
and expertise that we will be able to launch structural projects that 
will ensure the competitiveness of our industry.

Gilles Labbé
Chairman of the Board of Aéro Montréal

President and Chief Executive Officer of Héroux-Devtek Inc.

235 companies with more than 40,000 employees, 
revenues of $12.4 billion... Greater Montréal is, 
along with Toulouse and Seattle, one of the three world 
aerospace capitals. This remarkable industrial concentration 
ranks No. 1 in Québec R&D in the manufacturing sector 
and accounts for 70% of all R&D expenditures made 
in Canada.

InnovAtIon 
leAds the wAy 
How to face  
competition
In aerospace, technical excellence and innovation have always been cited as being critical to competitiveness. Today, 
this is truer than ever. We live in an environment where the level of competition is intensifying. Many emerging markets 
now compete directly with us on world markets. 

With this in mind, Aéro Montréal, Québec’s Aerospace Cluster, created the Innovation Working Group. Like Aéro 
Montréal’s four other working groups – Branding and Promotion; Human Resources; Supply Chain and National 
Security and Defence – the Innovation Working Group identifies strategies to grow our expertise and give our industry 
an edge against the competition. 

The working group has launched a program that aims to accelerate industrial research with a view to developing what 
is called the “greener aircraft.” With a budget of $150 million over four years, financed 53% by industry and 47%  
by the Government of Québec, the Greener Aircraft Catalyst Project features five demonstration projects related  
to aircraft fuselage structures, fuel efficient engine, integrated avionics for cockpit applications, integrated avionics  
for critical systems, and landing gear of the future. 

By accelerating research and development of new aerospace technologies that respond to the future needs of major 
OEM’s and equipment manufacturers, the Québec industry is enhancing the sector’s capacity to create wealth  
in a highly competitive global economy. 

Volume 3 – Autumn 2010

Aéro Montréal, Québec’s Aerospace Cluster, is a strategic think tank that brings together all the major decision makers in Québec’s aerospace 
sector, including companies, educational and research institutions, associations and unions.
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Public interventions     

During 2010, Aéro Montréal acted as the sector’s media spokesperson regarding 
comments on aerospace industry news, articulated the sector’s position on various issues 
and highlighted its dynamism by announcing various cluster projects. in all, more than 
100 articles referred to Aéro Montréal during the year compared with 48 in 2009, an 
increase of 110.4%. 

special supplements 

throughout the year, the Working Group collaborated in the publication of five (5) special 
editorial supplements in the daily la presse and Journal les Affaires. Devoted to aeros-
pace and priority issues of its working groups – human resources, innovation, supply 
chain – these inserts raised the discourse above everyday news and were intended to 
highlight the dynamism of Québec’s aerospace industry to the general public. 

local representation, influence and international collaborations 

During 2010, Aéro Montréal had a high profile in representing and promoting  
Québec’s aerospace cluster on both the local scene and abroad. Aéro Montréal 
represented the sector in various local events, such as the announcement of the 
arrival of a challenger flying hospital at énA for training purposes, announcements  
of contract awards to Héroux-Devtek and pratt & Whitney canada for the F-35 in  
the presence of Ministers Rona Ambrose and Denis lebel, and the announcement of 
the inauguration of the Mirabel global flight testing centre by pratt & Whitney canada. 
Aéro Montréal also participated in ministerial roundtables in the presence of ministers 
peter van loan and Denis lebel.

internationally, Aéro Montréal strengthened inter-cluster collaborations. in July 2010, 
as part of the Farnborough international Air Show, Aéro Montréal signed a collabora-
tion framework agreement with the UK aerospace cluster, north West Aerospace 
Alliance (nWAA) in the presence of Minister clément Gignac. this agreement aims  
to initiate special relationships and enhance information exchanges regarding 
optimization of the supply chain. As part of this new collaboration, Aéro Montréal 
hosted Martin Wright, managing director of nWAA, in the fall. in addition, Aéro 
Montréal co-chaired, with AQA, Aéromart Montréal 2010. this event was an  
opportunity to strengthen existing collaborations with international clusters such  
as Midi-pyrénées and Aquitaine, Aerospace valley, and the aerospace cluster of 
pouilles, Distretto Aerospaziale pugliese.

Finally, Aéro Montréal participated in the 2010 France-Québec Symposium and the 
2010 toulouse Aerospace innovation Forum. these two events have again strengthened 
the commitment to intensify Québec-France cooperation formalized by the signing of 
a letter of intent between Aéro Montréal and Aerospace valley in 2007.
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the canadian industry faces 
increased competition from 
emerging countries, such as china  
and india, who are investing heavily 
in their manufacturing sectors. in 
addition, the global competitive 
landscape is now dominated by 
environmental protection and 

requires the development of more energy efficient and 
less polluting aircraft. therefore, europe and the U.S. are 
investing heavily in new technologies for these aircraft.

the Québec aerospace sector, a global centre of 
excellence, has the confidence of the major aerospace 
prime contractors and its capacity for innovation is 
recognized worldwide. Despite these strengths, the 
industry must intensify its efforts in innovation to maintain 
its position. it was this in mind that Aéro Montréal created 
the innovation Working Group in 2006. composed of  
18 R&D and innovation professionals, the working group 
defined a strategy for aerospace innovation and an action 
plan for Québec and is establishing and coordinating 
projects that support this strategy.

Innovation and investment in research and development (R&D) are central to the aerospace 
industry’s global competitiveness, especially in a context where the level of competition is  
intensifying. 

over the past four years, its achievements have been 
numerous and impressive. Working Group members 
have supported, in collaboration with cRiAQ, basic and 
pre-competitive research at the university level and in 
research centres. they established recommendations 
and courses of action to improve alignment of training 
with the needs of employers and to increase the 
innovation capacity of all links in the supply chain. in 
addition, they successfully launched an initiative aimed  
at technology transfer towards the commercialization of 
products that generate wealth for Québec. As chairman 
of the innovation Working Group, i am proud of the 
actions of our cluster and its members around a critical 
issue: the development of our capacity to innovate. By 
continuing our efforts and speeding up the implementa-
tion of mobilizing projects in the area of innovation our 
sector will be able to reach new heights.

françois caza 
Chair of Aéro Montréal’s Innovation Working Group  

Vice President and Chief Engineer, Bombardier Aerospace

 innovation Working Group:

Innovate for the
aircraft of the future

InnovaTIon  
WoRKInG GRouP

ChAmpIoN :  
françois caza  
Vice President  
& Chief Engineer 
Bombardier Aerospace

stéphane blais, eng.  
Project Director,  
Flight Operations 
Marinvent

Patrick champagne  
Vice President Cockpits  
and Systems Integration 
Esterline CMC Electronics

Pascal Désilets  
Chief Executive Officer  
CTA

Pierre Dicaire  
Chief Executive Officer  
CTFA-CNRC

clément fortin  
President and CEO 
CRIAQ

Patrice Gauvin  
Vice President,  
Business Development   
Héroux-Devtek

fassi Kafyeke  
Director Strategic  
Technology  
Senior Engineering Advisor 
Bombardier Aerospace

Dominique leroy  
Sector Officer 
Aerospace, Defence  
and Marine 
Industry Canada  
(observer)

lorenzo Marandola,  
eng., PMP  
Director, Business & 
Technology Development  
L-3 Communications MAS

Mario Modafferi  
Executive Director,  
Research & Technology 
Pratt & Whitney Canada 

Philippe Molaret 
Vice President Operations 
Thales Canada Inc. 

Hany Moustapha  
Professor and Director  
of Aerospace Programs 
Ecole de technologie 
superieure, Senior 
Technology Advisor
Pratt & Whitney Canada

Marius Paraschivoiu  
Professor and Director CIADI 
Mechanical and Industrial 
Engineering 
Concordia University

normand Raymond  
Industrial advisor 
Direction des équipements 
de transport 
MDEIE 
(Observer)

Pierre Rioux  
Manager, Research  
& Development  /  Directeur, 
Bell Helicopter Textron 
Canada Ltd 

Marc st-Hilaire  
Vice President 
Core Engineering 
CAE inc.

stephen Yue  
Professor - Department  
of Mining and Materials 
Engineering 
McGill University

the mandate of the Working 
Group encompasses all facets 
of aerospace innovation from 
concept to commercializa-
tion, private research (R&D 
and continuous improvement), 
public and university research 
(with the collaboration of 
cRiAQ). to do this, it works 
with several organizations 
involved in innovation and 
ensures each one’s efforts 
are optimized. 

the working group held a 
total of 6 meetings in 2010 
(Appendix B - chart of 
contri butions in kind per 
sector 2010).
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In 2010, the Innovation Working Group devoted 
its efforts to enabling the cluster to further 
develop its innovation capacity. It strived to 
establish an environment conducive to maintain-
ing investment in R&D and sharing technology 
projects leading to strengthening its position as 
an innovation hub, ready to face the challenges 
of tomorrow.

aerospace Innovation forum White Paper

At the start of 2010, members of the innovation 
Working Group wrote a White paper on the 2nd 
Aerospace innovation Forum, which was held in 
Montréal on December 7 and 8, 2009. this event, 
organized by Aéro Montréal in collaboration with 
cRiAQ, brought together more than 400 participants 
from the Québec, canadian and international 
aerospace industry, universities and research 
centres, policy makers, students and trade journa-
lists. More than 50 major international company 
experts and researchers in aerospace innovation 
were featured in the Forum program.

Held under the theme “Aerospace clusters: a World 
of innovation”, the event allowed the sector to 
identify global trends in aerospace innovation and 
develop courses of action for the industry so that it 
remains competitive with international competition. 
Four major recommendations emerged to guide the 
industry’s innovation strategies:

1.  encourage and deploy investment in major 
initiatives;

2.  Resolutely make the transition to sustainable 
development;

3.  integrate SMes in the global supply and innovation 
chains;

4.  Strengthen the various local and international links 
of the Aéro Montréal cluster.

these recommendations were listed and detailed in 
the White paper on the 2009 Aerospace innovation 
Forum which was officially presented at a press 
conference by François caza, chairman of the 
innovation Working Group and vice-president and 
chief engineer, Bombardier Aerospace, during Aéro 
Montréal’s Annual General Meeting in April 2010.



Renewal of QRIs

Following a rigorous consultation process, the Québec 
government announced on June 28 the new Québec  
Research and innovation Strategy (QRiS). QRiS 
2010-2013 aims to leverage the considerable efforts 
initiated in the first QRiS while accelerating the transfer 
of technology from our universities and research centres 
to companies and, ultimately, to the international 
commercialization of our best ideas.

to do this, the new QRiS proposes, among other 
things, five mobilizing projects, including the Greener 
Aircraft catalyst project. this project, financed over 
four (4) years, for five technology demonstration 
projects, is the result of recommendations made in  
a brief presented by the innovation Working Group 
during the process of updating the QRiS in 2009.

With the visionary commitment of the government, 
Québec is following the lead of large framework 
programs of the european Union and the United 
States in technology demonstrators. Highlights of  
the Greener Aircraft catalyst project are featured in  
a special section of this activity report on page 16.

aerospace centre of excellence 

Derived from the recommendations of Aéro Montréal’s 
brief for the renewal of QRiS, the working group 
studied the establishment of an aerospace centre  
of excellence. inspired by the Xworx concept of major 
aerospace oeMs, the initiative aims to encourage 
collaborative research projects, foster the open innova-
tion process in Québec’s aerospace industry, and 
develop new technologies. to do this, infrastructures 
must be developed to locate and run work teams  
on joint projects. Studies on this project have started.  
to this end, various options will be studied during  
the year 2011.

2010 france-Québec symposium

As leader of the Québec delegation from the aeros-
pace centre of excellence, Aéro Montréal participated 
in the Second Symposium of the French competitive 
clusters and Québec centres of excellence, held in 
Bordeaux on november 24 and 25 and in paris on 
november 26. the 2010 France-Québec Symposium, 
co-organized by MDeie and its French counterpart, 
aimed to establish linkages between the Québec 
centres of excellence and French competitive clusters 
to accelerate the development and implementation  
of new technology and industrial and business 
partnerships among the various participants. the 
topics covered during discussions and conferences  
in Bordeaux were sustainable development, human 
capital and unmanned vehicles (drones) and satellites.

At this event, 25 participants from Québec’s aeros-
pace sector, representing contractors, SMes, research 
centers and universities, met the French delegation led 
by the Midi-pyrénées and Aquitaine Aerospace valley. 
Aéro Montréal facilitated five partnership agreements 
and a list of four exploratory projects between members 
of the Québec aerospace cluster and French compa-
nies, research institutions and schools. to confirm their 
intentions, the various Québec and French players 
signed agreements in the presence of premier Jean 
charest and France’s Minister of economy, Finance 
and industry, christine lagarde, during the event’s 
closing ceremony.

aerospace test platform

the innovation Working Group endorsed a project to 
implement and use jointly an aerospace test platform 
proposed by cAMAQ, i.e. the Québec Aerospace 
integrated Systems teaching laboratory (leSiAQ  
in French). these facilities, provided by Bombardier 
Aerospace and Bell Helicopter textron canada and 
located in the premises of éMAM, will benefit students 
who are preparing for a career in aerospace. Recogni-
zing this initiative as being in line with the recommen-
dations of the 2008 Summit on aerospace industry 
engineers and specialists training, the Working Group 
prepared a letter of support for the project which was 
endorsed by Aéro Montréal’s Board of Directors.
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Aéro Montréal, leader of  
the Québec delegation of the 

aerospace centre of excellence 
at the 2010 France-Québec 

Aerospace Symposium, with 
premier Jean charest and 

France’s Minister of economy, 
Finance and industry,  

christine lagarde.



Innovation Working Group action Plan 2011-2013

to frame the group’s work over the next three years, members 
have drafted a new action plan covering the period 2011-2013. 
the action plan, based on the recommendations of the 2007 and 
2009 Aerospace innovation Forums and the 2008 Summit on 
aerospace industry engineers and specialists training, responds 
to four (4) objectives:

1.  ensure the competitiveness of our industry through innovation.

2.  exchange and validate information to align actions and 
optimize the use of public and private funds.

3.  ensure the cohesion of initiatives in innovation.

4.  Develop a culture of innovation in companies by encouraging 
them to hire engineers.

to this end, five areas of intervention have been established:

1.  obtain federal government support for new aerospace 
innovation initiatives.

2.  take leadership to strengthen sustainable development and 
define courses of action to encourage social innovation.

3.  Assess infrastructure integration needs (centre of excellence 
in innovation) in an evolving innovation context.

4.  Make an inventory of innovative companies, including SMes, 
with the aim of increasing the capacity for innovation.

5.  tag practices in innovation and apply best practices.

15
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The Greener Aircraft  
Catalyst Project
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As recommended by the 2007 Aerospace innovation 
Forum, the industrial members of the innovation 
Working Group have launched a program designed  
to accelerate company research to develop what we 
call the “greener” aircraft. Finally endorsed in the new 
2010-2013 QRiS and given a private-public budget of 
$150 million over four years, funded 53% by industry 
and 47% by the Government of Québec, the Greener 
Aircraft catalyst project is based on five strategic 
technology demonstrator projects.

With this project, the Québec aerospace industry has 
been given the task of laying the foundations for the 
plane of the future, i.e. a greener aircraft equipped  
with intelligent systems, less costly to build and more 
efficient and effective. As part of the five demonstration 
projects, the cluster members are seeking to develop 
aircraft which, by incorporating several new technolo-
gies, will be lighter, more efficient, quieter and produce 
less carbon. As a result, the industry is following the 
lead of various framework programs of the european 
Union and the United States and acting to maintain its 
advantage by developing, starting now, technology 
that could be used on aircraft with a reduced 
environmental footprint, and therefore, enjoy a major 
competitive advantage. in addition, the industry is 
actively involved in conserving our environment, which 
responds to a vital need in our society.

the Greener Aircraft catalyst project will also support 
the Québec aerospace innovation chain. Following  
the steps of basic and pre-competitive research, the 
technology demonstration phase is an essential link  
for transferring this technology to the commercializa-
tion of products that will create wealth for Québec, 
which completely satisfies the objectives of the new 
QRiS. Moreover, by fostering linkages with innovative 
SMes, this project will make the Québec industry more 
competitive by allowing these companies to move up 
in the global manufacturing network and position 
themselves on platforms of the future. this is a great 
opportunity for these SMes to develop new expertise 
that they can use on other platforms, including for 
export.

five technology demonstration projects will support the Québec aerospace innovation chain 
and contribute to the long-term conservation of our environment.

THE GREENER AIRCRAFT CATALyST PROjECT 

areas of specialization companies

Aircraft fuselage structures in composite material Bombardier Aerospace  
Bell Helicopter textron canada

Fuel efficient engine pratt & Whitney canada

integrated avionics for cockpit applications esterline cMc electronics

integrated avionics systems for critical systems thales canada

landing gear of the future Héroux-Devtek



aircraft fuselage structures in composite materials 

led by Bombardier Aerospace and Bell Helicopter textron canada, this project will build 
lighter fuselages for better energy performance and therefore reduce carbon emissions.  
in four years, the goal is to master new advanced technologies for assembling a carbon 
fibre composite fuselage in an automated and competitive way.

fuel efficient engine

the development of an engine that is fuel efficient is central to efforts to develop greener 
aircraft. led by pratt & Whitney canada, this project will, among other things, develop  
a new and ultra efficient high pressure compressor to make engines more efficient.

Integrated avionics for cockpit applications

esterline cMc electronics will work on developing cockpit technologies that will improve 
navigation performance and help to better predict landing time to reduce differences  
in distance between aircraft and operate more effectively in harsh weather conditions.  
By doing so, it will be possible to save fuel and reduce the industry’s energy footprint.

Integrated avionics systems for critical systems

thales canada will develop an electronic platform capable of integrating an aircraft’s 
critical functions and network them. through this integration, it will be possible to have 
more intelligent aircraft that are more electric, lighter, more durable and adaptable 
throughout their useful life.

landing gear of the future

Héroux-Devtek will work on developing a lighter, more durable landing gear that offers 
greater resistance to corrosion. the landing gear will also be quieter and smarter. it will  
be equipped with sensors in real time which will acquire data, optimize performance and 
use, and extend its life.

creation of the Greener aircraft catalyst Project coalition  

in 2010, Aéro Montréal contributed to the establishment of new legal organization:  
the Greener Aircraft catalyst project coalition. During the year, Aéro Montréal’s manage-
ment incorporated the organization, deposited letters of patent and legal documents.  
the board of directors, on which Suzanne M. Benoît sits, was formed and the general 
regulations ratified. the organization was officially launched on September 14, 2010  
and now manages the implementation of five projects. Fassi Kafyeke, Director, Strategic 
technologies, Senior Advisor, engineering at Bombardier Aerospace, has been appointed 
chairman of the Board of Directors.
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Members of the Board 
of Directors of the 
Greener Aircraft catalyst 
project coalition.
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in a context of globalized world 
markets, prime contractors are 
reducing the number of their 
suppliers, preferring to work with  
a few intermediary companies that 
offer integrated solutions and 
manage numerous subcontractors. 
consequently, the global supply 

chain is changing, favouring the emergence of integra-
tors who are entrusted with the responsibility for design, 
fabrication and assembly of complete systems.

to maintain its leadership position, our industry now  
has to constantly adapt and innovate to provide an 
integrated supply chain that is more flexible and aligned 
with the expectations of prime contractors. Suppliers 
need to improve their operating practices, increase their 
innovation capacity, promote partnerships, in short, 
work together to be stronger.

in the midst of these transformations, Aéro Montréal 
created the Supply chain Development Working group. 
composed of 13 individuals representing stakeholders 
from the aerospace supply chain, the group’s mandate 
is to oversee the planning, coordination and implemen-

The global aerospace supply chain is rapidly changing. The challenges posed by this transfor-
mation are major, but also offer great opportunities for the Québec industry, which is recognized 
for the expertise and ingenuity of its members.

tation of a concerted action plan to respond to the 
major issues of subcontracting and, ultimately, to 
increase the competitiveness of Québec aerospace 
suppliers. it also aims to strengthen the Québec 
aerospace supply chain vis-à-vis international competi-
tion. to date, the group’s work has generated valuable 
courses of action and a structuring initiative that will 
benefit the entire industry.

As chairman of the Working Group, i’d like to recognize 
the hard work of all the cluster members to make the 
Québec supply chain a world-class model. it is by 
pooling our strengths that we will ensure the competi-
tiveness of our industry over the long term.

 

Philippe Hoste 
Chair of Aéro Montréal’s Supply Chain Development  
Working Group

CEO, Sonaca Montréal

 Supply chain Development Working Group:

Maximizing long term  
productivity

suPPlY cHaIn  
DeveloPMenT  
WoRKInG GRouP

ChAmpIoN :  
Philippe Hoste  
Chief Executive Officer  
Sonaca Montréal

sam abdelmalek  
Vice President 
Supply Management 
Pratt & Whitney Canada

claire auroi  
Director, Supply Chain 
Contracts & Corporate 
Social Responsibility  
Bombardier Aerospace

anne-Marie bertrand  
Logistic Director/  
Directrice Logistique 
MECAER AMERICA Inc.

Marc bourret  
Vice President,  
Commercial Value Stream  
Bell Helicopter  
Textron Canada  

Martin brassard  
Vice President General 
Manager  
Héroux-Devtek 
Landing Gear Division

françois chagnon  
President  
Précision SF Tech

Mariechantal chassé, 
eng. 
President and Chief  
Executive Officer  
jMj Aéronautique

janice Davis  
Vice President and Chief 
Procurement Officer  
Bombardier Aerospace 

Marc-andré Duranceau 
Vice President Aerostructure  
L-3 Communications MAS

éric faucher  
President 
Marquez Transtech 

Robert leclerc  
Vice President, Global  
Training Operations and 
Simulation Products, Civil  
CAE inc.

Hon. jacques saada  
President & CEO  
AQA

To carry out its mandate, 
Aéro Montréal’s Supply 
Chain Development Work-
ing Group has established 
seven sub-committees 
responsible for developing 
a framework to implement 
the MACH initiative. In all, 
51 people are involved in 
the group’s work and its 
seven subcommittees. 

The Supply Chain Devel-
opment Working Group 
and its subcommittees 
held a total of 22 meet-
ings in 2010 (Appendix B 
– Chart of contributions in 
kind per sector 2010).
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In 2010, the Supply Chain Development 
Working Group worked to define guidelines 
and implement the new initiative to optimize 
the Québec supply chain. Members of the 
working group all got together to promote  
the implementation of this cooperative model 
which supports the long-term strategic growth 
of the sector.

MacH initiative: 
a unifying model to optimize the supply chain

endorsed by the Board of Directors in September 
2009, the supply chain optimization initiative, 
previously called c2A2, was the group’s focal point 
of work in 2010. in order to accelerate the implemen-
tation, a contracted resource person dedicated to 
the MAcH initiative, Martin Hamel, was specially 
hired by Aéro Montréal. While the strategic directions 
and objectives of the initiative had already been 
established, the program details and guiding 
principles remained to be defined. to guide their 
thinking, members of the working group first 
conducted a benchmarking of similar programs 
around the world and came together to establish the 
guiding principles of this unifying model. to ensure 
the promotion and recognition of this initiative, a new 
and more evocative name was developed along with 
a logo largely inspired by Aéro Montréal’s graphic 
identity. the name MAcH, referring at the speed of 
sound, was approved by members of the working 
group and by the Board. this new name evokes 
optimization, transcendence, innovation and speed; 
intrinsic values of the unifying model.
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launching the MAcH initiative at the Farnborough Airshow  
in the presence of Minister clément Gignac, Janice Davis,  
vice president and chief procurement officer, Bombardier  

Aerospace and champion of the initiative, Gilles labbé, chairman 
of Aéro Montréal and president and ceo of Héroux-Devtek,  

as well as philippe Hoste, chair of the Supply chain Development 
Working Group and ceo of Sonaca Montréal.



the MAcH initiative was officially launched during the 
Farnborough international Airshow in the presence of 
Minister clément Gignac, Janice Davis, vice president 
and chief procurement officer, Bombardier Aerospace 
and champion of the initiative, Gilles labbé, chairman 
of Aéro Montréal and president and ceo of Héroux-
Devtek, and philippe Hoste, chair of the Supply chain 
Development Working group and ceo of Sonaca 
Montréal. the aim of the MAcH initiative is to optimize 
the performance of Québec’s aerospace supply chain 
by strengthening companies and the structure of the 
supply chain. it will do this by leveraging collaboration 
between customers and suppliers as well as by 
ensuring the implementation of strategies and projects 
that help bridge gaps in integration capacity in 
Québec. it strives to develop a world class supply 
chain.

centered on a program to enhance the competitive-
ness of suppliers, including a performance label, all  
the measures deployed under the MAcH initiative 
allow suppliers to position themselves, identify their 
improvement opportunities and work on them. 
Mechanisms to develop or attract world class integra-
tors will be implemented in collaboration with the 
various cluster partners to strengthen weak links in  
the Québec aerospace supply chain.

the MAcH initiative will be deployed over five years 
under the mentorship of Bombardier Aerospace. the 
first year of operation, planned for 2011, will reach 
about 20 Québec suppliers who will benefit from 
services offered under the initiative as well as from the 
expertise and support of more than seven world-class 
prime contractors. the initiative will progressively make 
available to participating companies services, tools 
and methodologies to evaluate and improve their 
performance and market position and further develop 
business opportunities. 

the program will include services such as:

■■ an organizational performance diagnostic;

■■ support to achieve a continuous improvement plan 
based on action priorities;

■■ tailored training programs;

■■ mechanisms for measuring performance and 
benchmarking at the national and international 
levels;

■■ tools for disseminating information and strategic 
monitoring;

■■ a plan to promote visibility of companies that 
demonstrate an improvement in  performance,  
at both the national and international level.

the guiding principles of the MAcH initiative were 
approved by the working group last September. Since 
then, four working groups and three subgroups have 
been established to define the structure for funding  
the initiative and the three component programs, 
including:

■■ Supplier competitiveness Development program 
(the MAcH excellence framework)

■■ Workforce Skills Development program 

■■ visibility and performance recognition program

in addition, Aéro Montréal has applied for funding from 
the three levels of government for the implementation 
and administration of the MAcH initiative over five 
years. the operating budget, funded by public and 
private sources, will allow 70 companies, in five annual 
cohorts, to integrate the performance optimization 
program, or one-third of members of the Québec 
supply chain.
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approved  improvement 
plan 

Improvement projects and 
training plan execution 

GeneRal PRocess  
of THe MacH InITIaTIve 



Promoting the MacH initiative

After its official launch, Aéro Montréal organized a tour to promote the MAcH initiative.  
An initial presentation of the initiative was conducted during AQA’s annual meeting, which 
brought together nearly 200 participants, including 94 SMes. A second presentation 
under the theme: the transformation of the Québec aerospace supply chain, a must!,  
was given by philippe Hoste to more than 300 guests during Buyers/Suppliers Day  
organized by Sous-traitance industrielle du Québec (StiQ). on this occasion, Martin 
Wright, Managing Director of nWAA, visiting Québec on the invitation of the cluster,  
also presented details of the ASce program. Both events generated significant interest 
and an impressive number of questions from the public.

best practices forums

Begun in 2009, best practices forums continued in 2010. two conferences were held, 
thus concluding the series of three events planned in the working group’s master plan.  
A luncheon conference on best practices in project management was held by Bombardier 
Aerospace and one of its Five Star suppliers, the company Abipa. this event, organized  
in collaboration with the AQA and StiQ, was well received by participants.

the final conference, under the theme of operations management, was held in partnership 
with StiQ and ctA at the complex Bell in Brossard. the presentations highlighted the 
benefits of participating in a supplier development program and using the services of a 
technology transfer centre, in this case the ctA, for support in the implementation of 
improvement projects. two case studies were presented: Hemmingford Aerospace and 
Groupe Meloche, two participants in the Utc Supplier Gold program of pratt & Whitney 
canada.

study for developing the Québec aerospace supply chain’s integration  
capabilities

Finally, the working group commissioned SecoR to produce a comprehensive study on 
the development of integration capabilities of the Québec supply chain. the study aimed 
to identify the weak links of the chain in integration capabilities and make recommenda-
tions for developing or attracting world-class integrators in Québec. A business case for 
lobbying the government was developed to obtain financial support for the operation of 
the MAcH initiative which will benefit the entire supply chain.
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Best practices forums

presentation of the MAcH initiative at 
AQA’s annual meeting and during the 

StiQ’s Buyers/Suppliers Day.

Development of integration capabilities  
of the Québec’s aerospace supply chain
Final Report



Global Supply  
Chain Summit
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the event was held as part of Aéromart Montréal 2010, 
the largest networking forum between manufacturers, 
suppliers and all the clusters of suppliers or subcontrac-
tors of aviation services internationally. Under the theme 
“A Global Supply chain for a Global economy: challen-
ges and opportunities in the Aerospace industry,” the 
Global Summit Supply chain Summit brought together 
over 260 participants and experts from the canadian 
and international aerospace industry supply chain. 

philippe Hoste, chief executive officer of Sonaca 
Montréal and chair of Aéro Montréal’s Supply chain 
Development Working Group, and Suzanne M. Benoît, 
ceo of Aéro Montréal, co-chaired the event. Janice 
Davis, vice president and chief procurement officer, 
Bombardier Aerospace, and Honorary chair of the 
event, delivered the opening speech in which she 
reiterated the importance for Québec companies to 
move towards more competitive and innovative models 
in order to integrate into the global supply chain and 
respond to the needs of prime contractors.

Québec’s aerospace sector benefited from the Summit 
to present major challenges surrounding the accelera-
ted globalization of the supply chain and the need to 
continue and intensify its efforts to better integrate all 
members of the aerospace cluster. 

in total, more than 10 internationally renowned supply 
chain experts spoke at the Summit, including Maurice 
perrault, president of SpAce, and René colin, opera-

tions Manager of SpAce, pradeep Fernandes,  
the Boeing company - Supply chain Strategy –  
commercial Airplanes, Bruce Simpson, Global leader 
of McKinsey & company’s operations practice, and 
Ms. Jacqueline Khougaz, Senior Manager, Supply 
chain of pratt & Whitney canada, to name a few. 

in addition, participants learned about managing a 
supply chain oriented towards innovation and environ-
mental protection. claude ouimet, Senior vice presi-
dent and General Manager, canada and latin America, 
interfaceFloR, spoke about the company’s sustainable 
development approach. interfaceFloR, a world leader 
in the production of modular floor coverings and textiles, 
is committed to eliminating any negative impact that  
the company may have on the environment by 2020.  
to do this, it is directly influencing its supply chain and 
favouring suppliers that will help it achieve its objectives. 

By holding this unique summit, the aerospace cluster 
was able to identify global trends in managing the 
supply chain. the findings that emerged have helped 
the strategic thinking of the Supply chain Development 
Working Group and further develop actions that will 
allow our local supply chain local to meet the challenges 
of today and remain competitive with international 
competition. Following the success of the summit, it  
has been recommended to hold this event on a regular 
basis. 

aéro Montréal, in conjunction with aQa, held the first-ever edition of the Global supply chain 
summit on april 29 at the Palais des congrès de Montréal as part of the Québec aerospace  
industry’s drive to strengthen its local supply chain. 
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Aerospace is a sector of the future. 
its sales have increased by an 
average 7.9 % a year for the last  
26 years – despite the current 
difficult economic context it is 
facing. the major industry players 
have maintained their investments 
during this period and are preparing 

themselves for the economic recovery.

one of the major issues executives must take into 
account is planning for workforce succession. With an 
aging population and a reduction in its active workforce, 
Québec faces a major demographic challenge that could 
affect generational renewal in our companies. to ensure  
a competent succession starting now, Aéro Montréal 
launched in 2008 the Human Resources Working Group 
composed of 16 executives from the sector, including 
human resources professionals and leaders of educa-
tional institutions.

The Québec aerospace sector is a model of excellence and is known internationally for its highly 
specialized workforce. In Québec, one in 200 people work in this sector, the highest density of 
employment worldwide. 

the Québec aerospace sector is a model of excellence 
and is internationally recognized for its highly skilled 
workforce. in Québec, one in 200 people work in this 
sector, the highest density of employment worldwide. 
the working group aims to develop a concerted action 
plan to address major issues of succession and man-
power while maintaining the industry’s competitiveness. 

Since its inception, the Human Resources Working 
Group has taken concrete steps to stimulate the interest 
of young people in aerospace and encourage them to 
continue their studies. As chair of the working group,  
i am convinced that the success and future of our 
industry is based on the highly-skilled  men and women 
who work there. together, we will help create the next 
generation of aerospace managers, technicians and 
engineers. 

john saabas  
Chair of Aéro Montréal’s Human Resources Working Group 

President, Pratt & Whitney Canada 

 Human Resources Working Group:

Training the 
next generation

HuMAn  
ReSOuRCeS  
WORkInG GROup  

ChAmpIoN  
john saabas  
President  
Pratt & Whitney Canada

Pierre boisseau  
Adviser 
MESS (observer)

serge brasset  
College President  and  
Director, École nationale 
d’aérotechnique  
ÉNA

jacques cabana  
President & General  
Manager
FDC Composites Inc.

Réjean charbonneau 
Directeur des services  
aux entreprises et des 
mesures de formation  
Emploi Québec  
(Observateur)

clément fortin  
President and CEO  
CRIAQ 

Gilbert Guérin  
Corporate Director,  
Human Resources 
Héroux-Devtek 

zsolt Kekesi  
Senior Director,  
Talent Acquisition 
Bombardier Aerospace

claude lessard  
President 
Delastek

Hany Moustapha  
Professor and Director  
of Aerospace Programs 
Ecole de technologie 
superieure 
Senior Technology Advisor 
Pratt & Whitney Canada

josée Péloquin  
Director 
ÉMAM

anouk Rivard  
Human Resources  
Representative  
Messier-Dowty Montréal

jean-Marc Rochon 
Advisor, Industrial  
Developement 
MDEIE (observer)

jean-Denis Roy  
Vice President 
Human Resources 
Esterline CMC Electronics

Kevin P. smith  
Vice President 
Human Resources 
Pratt & Whitney Canada

serge Tremblay  
Executive Director 
CAMAQ

The Working Group held a 
total of 3 meetings in 2010 
(Appendix B – Chart of 
contributions in kind  per 
sector 2010). 
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WoRKInG GRouP accoMPlIsHMenTs 

In 2010, the Human Resources Working Group 
worked towards building, today, an available and 
qualified workforce for tomorrow. Specifically,  
it focused on motivating young people to pursue 
their studies and to generate interest in aero-
space. 

follow-up of 2009 actions 

At the start of the year, the working group followed 
up on six actions started in 2009. it helped éMAM 
develop courses in enriched mathematics and 
physics. to date, 10 students have been able to 
continue their training enabling them to obtain the 
necessary prerequisites to be admitted to énA. At 
the same time, énA and éMAM have established a 
bridge between the two institutions. now, a case- 
by-case system will allow for recognition of credits 
between the course curriculums. Working group 
members will submit in 2011 a second request with 
the MelS for a continuity program.

the results of the survey on reasons for dropping  
out of énA revealed that the dropout rate was within 
the average of colleges. Some 36% of young people 
obtain their college diploma (Dec) within the normal 
period. this proportion increases to 57% for 
graduation in five years. the study shows that young 
people are stretching their studies beyond the usually 
prescribed time, a trend confirmed in the majority  
of colleges. Moreover, many students work for the 
industry before obtaining all the credits necessary  
for graduation. For these youths, the working group 
proposed action plans to accelerate and facilitate  
the graduation rate and increase their retention in the 
aerospace workforce labour pool, such as enrolment 
in éMAM. Finally, the working group urged industry 
members to introduce shadow internships. Both 
pratt & Whitney canada and Bombardier Aerospace 
hosted éMAM students during the year. 

eurêka festival! 

Aéro Montréal participated in the eurêka Festival  
for a second year. this large science and technology 
gathering was held in the Quays of the old port and 
the Montréal Science centre in mid-June. on this 
occasion, the working group helped to promote 
careers in aerospace. in collaboration with the  
SAe Foundation and Greater Montréal’s conseil  
du loisir Scientifique, over 800 young people had 
the opportunity to test scientific principles related to  
the flight of aircraft by constructing gliders and by 
participating in science demonstrations. 

academos 

Academos is a company-led mentoring program 
designed to help young people aged 14 to 16 years 
make career choices. the program encompasses 
245 schools and reaches over 16,000 young people. 
the network consists of 2,300 volunteer mentors 
from 79 companies. While being the third-largest 
industry in Québec, it was noted that the aerospace 
sector is under-represented in this program with only 
10 mentors. As part of a plan to establish a program 
of ambassadors for aerospace, the working group  
is focusing on increasing the pool of mentors in 
Academos in 2011. 

conseil emploi métropole

Finally, the ceo of Aéro Montréal was invited to 
serve on the Board of Directors of the new conseil 
emploi métropole (Greater Montreal employment 
plan) as sector representative for the aerospace 
cluster. officially launched on november 5 under  
the terms of the city employment plan by Julie 
Boulet, Minister of employment and Social Solidarity, 
the conseil emploi metropole’s main objective is to 
rally, around common issues related to employment,  
the main players involved in the Metropolitain 
Montréal’s economic development. 
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As part of the industry’s commitment to the cause  
of school retention and its desire to promote young 
people’s interests in aerospace careers, the Human 
Resources Working Group launched “the sky is the 
limit” project in the fall featuring a series of science 
presentations deployed in schools in Greater longueuil. 
the aerospace industry has chosen to intervene at the 
elementary school level to encourage young people to 
build their dreams and pursue professional careers. 
through an educational activity that is fun and formal-
ized, tailored for the elementary school level, the pilot 
project aims to demystify the world of aerospace and 
promote exciting careers in the sector among Grade  
5 and 6 students.

this initiative was launched in association with the 
conseil du loisir Scientifique de la region Métropolitain 
(clSM) and the Foundation of the Society of Automo-
tive engineers of canada (SAe), along with the financial 
support of the conférence régionale des élus de 
l’agglomération de longueuil (cRe) and the involvement 
of pratt & Whitney canada, it allows young people to 
put themselves in the shoes of an aerospace engineer 
during class presentations. this innovative program, 
interactive and representative of the real labour market, 
goes beyond the scope of traditional academic training. 
By emphasizing three components of learning – scien-
tific notions, a practical approach and experimentation 
– the two-hour presentations expose young elementary 
students to concrete activities and experiences. 

Students were first introduced to the forces acting on 
an airplane in flight, notions intrinsic to the construction 
of an aircraft. then, technicians and engineers from 
pratt & Whitney canada visited schools and shared with 
the students their career paths within the aerospace 
industry. in all, eight employees became ambassadors 
of “the sky is the limit!” program. Finally, the budding 
engineers entered a team competition where they had 
to build gliders respecting the four principles of physics 
learned beforehand. 

After this pilot, more than a dozen elementary schools  
in longueuil, Saint-lambert Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, 
Brossard, Saint-Hubert and Greenfield park, from varied 
socio-economic environments, was included in the 
initiative and almost 750 Grades 5 and 6 students in the 
South Shore took part in the science presentations. this 
initiative has been received with great enthusiasm. the 
assessment of activities by both teachers and students 
has been extremely positive. Building on the success of 
the pilot project, the working group plans to deploy  
“the sky is the limit!” program in the Mirabel area, on 
the island of Montréal and in Montérégie-est in 2011. 

Aéro Montréal formalized the deployment of the initiative 
at a press conference in January 2011 in a school in 
Greater longueuil. For the occasion, the school gym 
resembled a real runway. Attending journalists were able 
to participate in a demonstration flight of gliders made 
by students who took part in activities last fall. in 
addition, the cluster has the opportunity to reaffirm its 
support for the cause of student retention and academ-
ic success. this was confirmed in 2008 by the signing 
of collaborative arrangements with regional agencies 
working actively with the school boards of Greater 
Montréal. 

“ the students were proud  
to see their aircraft fly.”
Marie-Martine Montuoro  
Normandy School  
December 13, 2010 
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 “ Students were able to formulate  
hypotheses, build and test their  
gliders. Awesome.”  
Nancy jutras  
Terry Fox School  
December 10, 2010 

“ the students were proud  
to see their aircraft fly.”
Marie-Martine Montuoro  
Normandy School  
December 13, 2010 

“the sky is the limit!” workshops 

press conference to officially launch the “the sky is the limit” 
program attended by Benoît Brossoit, Senior vice president, 
Global operations at pratt & Whitney canada, and Hélène 
Séguinotte, executive committee member of Aéro Montréal 
and national delegate of SAFRAn Group. 
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the canadian defence industry is 
a cornerstone of domestic security 
and economic growth. these 
major contracts support innova-
tion, maintain stimulating and high 
value-added jobs, and contribute 
to the health of our industry. 
Moreover, companies benefiting 

from military contracts are able to demonstrate their 
capabilities and their competitiveness internationally. 
their expertise can be leveraged through new programs, 
both in the military and civil aviation sectors.

Although Québec’s aerospace industry represents 
55% of canadian aerospace production, it is not 
known for its military vocation. to take advantage of 
the potential spinoffs of federal government military 
procurement, in 2008 Aéro Montréal established  
the national Security and Defence Working Group 
composed of 14 individuals from three areas of the 
industry involved in the defence and security markets. 
the working group’s mandate is to assure the 
planning, coordination and implementation of a 

canadian military procurement program contribute to the growth of aerospace companies and 
generate considerable spinoffs across canada and Québec. 

concerted action plan to respond to the major issues 
of defence and civil security and promote the industrial 
capacity of the Québec’s aerospace cluster in matters 
of national security.

As chair of the national Security and Defence Working 
Group, i am convinced that the mobilization of our 
members and the strategies developed this year will 
allow the cluster to maximize benefits of these large 
contracts for our industry. it is by having a strategic 
vision for the defence industry that the cluster can help 
Québec companies earn a place in the military supply 
chains and protect and create thousands of high-quality 
and well paying jobs.

 
Martin Gagné  
Chair of Aéro Montréal’s National Security  
and Defence Working Group 

Group President, Products and Training  
& Associated Services - Military, CAE inc. 

 national Security and Defence Working Group: 

Maximizing  
the spinoffs

nATIOnAl SeCuRITy 
AnD DefenCe WORkInG 
GROup

ChAmpIoN  
Martin Gagné  
Group President 
Military Products  
and Training & Services  
CAE inc.

benoît arcand  
Director, Canadian 
Government Programs  
Bell Helicopter Textron 
Canada Limited

Richard bastien  
Vice President 
Business Development  
L-3 Communications MAS

Giovanni bevilacqua 
Vice President-Business 
Development 
Alta Precision

stéphane blais  
Project Director,  
Flight Operations  
Marinvent

jean Michel comtois  
Vice President, Marketing 
and Sales, Governmental 
and Public Affairs  
Esterline CMC Electronics

james crone  
First Product Director, 
Business Development 
Military Programs  
Pratt & Whitney Canada

jean Gravel  
Vice President,  
Sales and Marketing 
Landing Gear Division 
Héroux-Devtek Inc.

David jurkowski  
Vice President  
Government Relations  
& Aircraft Sales  
Support - CANADA 
Specialized and Amphibious 
Aircraft Division 
Bombardier Aerospace 

Marcel landry 
Vice President, Business 
Development  
Thales Canada Inc.

sylvain lefrançois  
Operations Director 
Sagem Canada

Hon. jacques saada 
President & CEO  
AQA

Gérald Tremblay  
Grand Lodge  
Representative 
AIMTA

Daniel verronneault  
Vice President Government 
Relations and Business 
Development 
GE International Inc.

To accomplish its mandate, 
Aéro Montréal’s national 
Security and Defence 
Working Group has 
established two subcom-
mittees responsible for 
developing the various 
elements of the Strategic 
plan of Defence. In all, 31 
people are involved in The 
Working Group’s main  and 
its two subcommittees. 

The group and its 
sub-committees held a 
total of 17 meetings in 
2010 (Appendix B – Chart 
of contributions in kind per 
sector 2010). 
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WoRKInG GRouP accoMPlIsHMenTs 

During 2010, the National Security and Defence 
Working Group strived to implement a concerted 
strategy on defence and national security and 
promote the interests of Québec aerospace 
industry players in terms of industrial benefits 
related to military contracts. 

launch of Group 

the beginning of the year was largely devoted to the 
official launch of the national Security and Defence 
Working Group. to this end, the team charter and 
mission statement were finalized and endorsed by 
the Board in June. 

strategic Plan on Defence 

the Working group’s main objective was to deliver  
an aerospace strategy for defence and security from 
two perspectives: the government component and 
the industry and infrastructure component. this plan 
will present a cluster strategy to take advantage of 
current and future opportunities in the national 
security and defence sector as well as maximize 
industrial benefits for Québec and canada. to do 
this, two subcommittees were put in place. the 
government committee’s mandate is to intervene in  
a strategic and targeted way with various govern-
ment and para-governmental authorities to ensure 
that investments in defence and national security 
generate maximum economic benefits for cluster 
members. in addition, the committee is identifying 
issues related to defence, developing a list of  
various supply projects, and government policies  
on defence. Members worked on an intervention 
plan to position the cluster to respond to the future 
requirements of identified projects. this will include 
recommendations on government procurement 
policies, to fill the gaps as well as available industrial 
capacity within the Québec aerospace cluster. the 
intervention plan will be submitted in 2011. this  
will be followed by a lobbying plan that will be put  
in place to promote Québec’s industrial capacity in  
the area of defence. 

For its part, the industries and infrastructure committee 
has a mandate to actively promote the maintenance 
and development of key industrial competencies to 
meet the needs, present and future, of government 
and quasi-governmental organizations and thus 
ensure the sustainability of Québec’s leadership  
on the world stage. the committee members first 
identified industrial capabilities and existing infras-
tructures in defence in Québec to establish a linkage 
between the skills available and the needs of the 
Department of Defence and analyze gaps. the 
results of these analyses and the recommendations 
of the subcommittee will be included in a strategic 
action plan to be presented to the Working Group’s 
governmental committee. the strategic plan on 
defence will be submitted to the Board in 2011. 

Intervention committee on the f-35  

As part of the announcement of the acquisition  
of the 5th generation F-35 Joint Strike Fighter by the 
federal government, the working group formed an 
intervention committee to maximize the industrial 
benefits for Québec. Aéro Montréal was first invited 
to position itself in the public arena on this purchase. 
consequently, the cluster has issued various press 
releases in support of the program and participated 
in a round of press conferences introducing compa-
nies participating in the F-35 global supply chain. in 
addition, Aéro Montréal participated in a mission to 
lockheed Martin in Forth Worth at year end where 
many contacts were established. other actions in the 
context of this committee will be launched in 2011. 
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Aéro Montréal attended F-35 related contract announcements at Héroux-Devtek and pratt & Whitney canada in the presence of Ministers Rona Ambrose and Denis 
lebel. 
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Aéro Montréal:  
An increasingly  
strong mobilization 

30

MobIlIzaTIon

in 2010, Aéro Montréal was able to rely on 190 
participants in its various bodies (Board, executive 
committee, working groups and committees). this  
is a significant increase since the number of volunteer 
professionals working to the benefit of Aéro Montréal 
in 2009 was 132. (See chart evolution of the  
mobilization 2010).

this increase is primarily attributable to the Supply 
chain Development Working Group and its seven 
subcommittees that have mobilized 51 professionals 
to develop the MAcH initiative. in addition, work to 
develop a strategic plan for the Québec industry in 
defence required the involvement of 31 professionals 
involved in the national Security and Defence Working 
Group and its two subcommittees. Finally, the year 
2010 witnessed a new type of sector contribution  
to the work of Aéro Montréal. ten volunteers from  

pratt & Whitney canada, engineers and technicians, 
were the first cohort of the aerospace ambassadors 
program to support the “the sky is the limit!” program 
to raise awareness among Grade 5 and 6 students 
about technical and science careers. in total, 63 meetings 
were held during the year, the equivalent of more than 
140 hours of meetings across the various bodies and 
working groups of Aéro Montréal. 
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evoluTIon of THe  
MobIlIzaTIon 2010 
  

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Mobilization-persons 

55

75

110

132

190

sector participation within aéro Montréal’s organizations reached new highs. both through  
in administrative bodies, working groups as well as events that it organizes, the Québec  
aerospace cluster is continuing to increase participation and engagement. 

conTRIbuTIon ToTale PaR PResTaTIon  
eT en esPèce De l’InDusTRIe

en plus de sa performance en matière de mobilisation, 
le budget total de fonctionnement d’Aéro Montréal 
s’est établi en 2010 à 1 551 376 $. l’année 2010 
s’inscrit dans la continuité de la croissance des 
contributions à Aéro Montréal depuis ses tous débuts 
alors que ces revenus étaient de 970 000 $ en 2006. 

en effet, en 5 ans, la contribution des gouvernements 
a augmenté de près de 1,5 fois (de 629 325 $ en 
2006 à 894 484 $ en 2010) alors que la contribution 
de l’industrie a pratiquement doublé passant de  
340 675 $ en 2006 à 656 892 $ en 2010. (voir tableau 
Évolution des contributions totales) 

cette croissance a été ponctuée en 5 ans par des 
pics de revenus en 2007 et 2009 en raison de la 
tenue d’événements majeurs comme le Forum 
innovation Aérospatiale.
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2009
ToTal $2,083,094

�
�
�
�

2009

DIsTRIbuTIon of PublIc 
anD InDusTRY conTRIbuTIons 

2010
ToTal $1,551,376

�
�
�
�

2010

2006

35%

65%

42%

58%

38%

62%

51%
49%

42%

58%

2007 2008 2009 2010

Industry

Public

evoluTIon of ToTal conTRIbuTIons 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Industry  $340,675  $500,375  $428,700  $1,058,696  $656,892 

public  $629,325  $712,625  $707,600  $1,024,398  $894,484 

Total  $970,000  $1,213,000  $1 136,300  $2,083,094  $1,551,376   

Contribution  
in kind per sector  

Public  
$903,298 

43.4%

Contribution  
in kind per sector  

Public  
$786,334 

50.7%

Contribution  
in cash 
Industry   
$233,900 
11.2%

Contribution  
in cash 
Industry   
$235,600 
15.2%

Contribution  
in kind per sector  
Industry   
$824,796 
39.6%

Contribution  
in kind per sector  
Industry   
$421,292 
27.1%

Contribution  
in cash 
Public 

$121,100 
5.8%

Contribution  
in cash 
Public 

$108,150 
7.0%
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PRESENTATIONS AND MEETINGS 2010

DATE MEETINGS

February tecknowmetrix, France

Mission in the Region of puglia, italy

Academos

March Society of Automative engineer Foundation

Rio tinto Alcan

Quebec Delegation in london

April Aerospace Human Resouces concertation Group

Délégation d’Auvergne

Delegation from the Region of puglia, italy

U.S. Aerospace Supplier Mission to canada 2010

May panel with Quebec delegates abroad

ensco 

June ellison technologies

47th Annual canadian Aviation Historical Society (cAHS)

Hawker Beechcraft 

Unit (Aeronautics) european commission

July France permanent representative icAo

August Aerospace valley

tAS Aéronautique

ottawa national Defence

September conseil des loisirs scientifiques de Montréal

Korean Delegation

lombardie Delegation

Round table on innovation (Alenia), ottawa

october AXiS Saxony

north West Aerospace Alliance

Skywin Wallonie

november Delegation of pôle pégasse

Bordeaux technowest

phoenix city Government Mayor  

canada-Arizona Business council

international Business opportunities  - Foreign Affairs

Delegation of pôle pégasse

provence-Alpes-côte d’Azur Region

info-trust, phoenix, Arizona

Université de Montréal

Symposium France-Québec 

December 2MoRo

Aerospace innovation Forum toulouse

Federal Business Development Bank
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IN-kIND CONTRIBUTIONS 2010

Committee
Duration  

(hours)

Total 
number of 

participants

number  
of private 

participants

 Cost 
($-hour-

participant) 
 Room, 

food, phone)  
Other 

contributions
 Total 

industry 
 Grand 

total 

General Annual Meeting
Meeting April 16 1 101 58 $200 $3,000 $11,600  $23,200 
Board of Directors
Meeting  february 24 2 21 12 $400 $1,000 $9,600 $17,800 
Meeting April 16 0.5 21 15 $400 $1,000 $3,000 $5,200 
Meeting June 16 2 21 12 $400 $1,000 $9,600 $17,800 
Meeting September 30 3 26 14 $400 $1,000 $16,800 $32,200 
Meeting December 15 2.5 18 13 $400 $1,000 $13,000 $19,000 

$52,000 $92,000 
Executive Committee
Meeting January 20 1.5 5 5 $400 $150 $3,000 $3,150 
Meeting february 24 2.5 5 5 $400 $250 $5,000 $5,250 
Meeting June 16 2 4 4 $400 $200 $3,200 $3,400 
Meeting September 30 1.5 5 5 $400 $200 $3,000 $3,200
Meeting november 5 2 5 5 $400 $200 $4,000 $4,200 
Meeting December 15 2 5 5 $400 $200 $4,000 $4,200 

$22,200 $23,400 
Branding and Promotion Working Group
Meeting  february 26 2 10 7 $200 $200 $2,800 $4,200 
Meeting August 30* 2 1 1 $200 $50 $400 $450 
Meeting September 21 1 10 6 $200 $200 $1,200 $2,200 
Meeting December 13 1.5 5 3 $200 $50 $900 $1,550 

$5,300 $8,400 
Innovation Working Group
Meeting february 12 2 9 6 $200 $200 $2,400 $3,800 
Meeting August 31 3 10 7 $200 $300 $4,200 $6,300 
Meeting  november 2 3 15 10 $200 $300 $6,000 $9,300 
Meeting november 9 3 11 8 $200 $300 $4,800 $6,900 

$17,400 $26,300 
SAGE Working Group
Meeting September 3 ** 0.5 5 5 $200 $50 $500 $550 
Meeting October 12 1 7 5 $200 $100 $1,000 $1,500 

$1,500 $2,050 
Supply Chain Development Working Group
Meeting March 9 2 8 6 $200 $200 $2,400 $3,400 
Meeting May 28 2 10 8 $200 $200 $3,200 $4,200 
Meeting June 23 2 9 7 $200 $200 $2,800 $3,800 
Meeting August 30 3 7 6 $200 $300 $3,600 $4,500 
Meeting September 14 2 7 5 $200 $200 $2,000 $3,000 
Meeting October 5 2 11 9 $200 $200 $3,600 $4,600 
Meeting november 18 2 8 6 $200 $200 $2,400 $3,400 

$20,000 $26,900 
Global Supply Chain Summit Organizing Committee
Meeting January 18 2 4 3 $200 $200 $1,200 $1,800 
Meeting february 10 1 5 3 $200 $200 $600 $1,200 

$1,800 $3,000 
Aeromart Organizing Committee
Meeting January 18 2 17 8 $200 $200 $3,200 $7,000 
Meeting March 30 2 11 6 $200 $200 $2,400 $4,600 
Meeting April 23 2 5 3 $200 $200 $1,200 $2,200 

$6,800 $13,800 
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Committee
Duration  

(hours)

Total 
number of 

participants

number  
of private 

participants

 Cost 
($-hour-

participant) 
 Room, 

food, phone)  
Other 

contributions
 Total 

industry 
 Grand 

total 

MACH - PDF Working Group
Meeting October 19 2.5 12 11 $200 $200 $5,500 $6,200 
Meeting October 28 2.5 11 9 $200 $200 $4,500 $5,700 
Meeting november 11 3 12 11 $200 $200 $6,600 $7,400 
Meeting november 18 2 10 8 $200 $200 $3,200 $4,200 
Meeting December 2 - RH 3 4 3 $200 $200 $1,800 $2,600 
Meeting December 9- operations 3 4 3 $200 $200 $1,800 $2,600 
Meeting December 16 - leadership 3 4 3 $200 $200 $1,800 $2,600 
Meeting 17 December - operations 3 4 3 $200 $200 $1,800 $2,600 

$27,000 $33,900 
MACH - FIN Working Group
Meeting november 29 2 12 8 $200 $200  $3,200  $5,000 

 $3,200  $5,000 
MACH - PDC Working Group
Meeting December 13 2 9 5  $200  $200  $2,000  $3,800 

 $2,000  $3,800 
Human Resources Working Group
Meeting february 15 2 13 8  $200  $200  $3,200  $5,400 
Meeting May 20 2 10 7  $200  $200  $2,800  $4,200 
Meeting October 13 2 12 8  $200  $200  $3,200  $5,000 

 $9,200  $14,600 
Ambassadors "The Sky is the limit"
Animations in november and December 2 29 29  $100  $-   $5,800  $5,800 

 $5,800  $5,800 
Defence and National Security Working Group
Meeting April 9 2 12 9 $200 $200  $3,600  $5,000 
Meeting April 23 2 11 9 $200 $200  $3,600  $4,600 
Meeting June 11 2 11 8 $200 $200  $3,200  $4,600 
Meeting July 13 2 11 9 $200 $200  $3,600  $4,600 
Meeting August 13 2 9 7 $200 $200  $2,800  $3,800 
Meeting September 29 2 7 6 $200 $200  $2,400  $3,000 
Meeting november 4 ** 0.5 4 4 $200 $200  $400  $600 

 $19,600  $26,200 
Governmental Sub-Committee
Meeting September 3 3 6 5 $200 $200  $3,000  $3,800 
Meeting October 7 3 5 4 $200 $200  $2,400  $3,200 
Meeting november 18 6 6 5 $200 $200  $6,000  $7,400 
Meeting December 10 4 5 4 $200 $200  $3,200  $4,200 

 $14,600  $18,600 
Industrial - Infrastructure Sub-Committee
Meeting June 16 2 6 6 $200 $200  $2,400  $2,600 
Meeting September 8 3 5 5 $200 $200  $3,000  $3,200 
Meeting September 17 ** 1 5 5 $200 $200  $1,000  $1,200 
Meeting September 20 2 7 7 $200 $200  $2,800  $3,000 
Meeting October 22 2 6 6 $200 $200  $2,400  $2,600 
Meeting november 8 2.5 8 8 $200 $200  $4,000  $4,200 

 $15,600  $16,800 
ToTal HouRs 140.5 692 504

GRanD ToTal  $235,600  $343,750 

* Special meeting with the Champion
** Conference call
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acRonYMs anD abbRevIaTIons

aIac
Aerospace industries Association of canada

aIMTa
international Association of Machinists  
& Aerospace Workers (iAMAW)

aQa
Quebec Aerospace Association 

caMaQ
comité sectoriel de main-d’œuvre en aérospatiale

clsM
conseil du loisir Scientifique de la région  
Métropolitaine

cRé
conférence régionale des élus

cRIaQ
consortium for Research and innovation  
in Aerospace in Québec

Dec
Diplôme d’études collégiales

Des
Diplôme d’études secondaires

éMaM
école des métiers de l’aérospatiale de Montréal

éna
école nationale d’aérotechnique

éTs
école de technologie supérieure

lesIaQ
Quebec Aerospace integrated Systems teaching 
laboratory

MDeIe
Ministry of economic Development, innovation  
and export trade

Mels
Ministry of education, Recreation and Sports

Mess
Ministry of employment and Social Solidarity

MRo
Maintenance Repair and overhaul

nWaa
north West Aerospace Alliance

R&D
Research and Development

sPace
Supply chain progress toward Aeronatical community 
excellence

QRIs
Québec Research and innovation Strategy (QRiS)

sTIQ
Sous-traitance industrielle Québec
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